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With the generous support of the Henry Luce Foundation, The India China Institute (ICI) at The New 
School’s Everyday Religion and Sustainable Environments in the HimalayaEveryday Religion and Sustainable Environments in the HimalayaEveryday Religion and Sustainable Environments in the HimalayaEveryday Religion and Sustainable Environments in the Himalaya is a multi-year collaborative 
initiative that is built upon the synergy of scholarship and practice that is at the core of the university’s 
institutional identity. ICI will convene and serve as the hub of a transnational network of scholars and 
experts that will explore the linkages between everyday religion, sustainable environments, and international 
relations.  
 
In providing a platform for scholars and practitioners to engage in interdisciplinary critical inquiry and 
teaching, ICI also aims to create a vehicle for action. Findings from fieldwork and applied research will be 
disseminated through published reports, a portal on the ICI website, and through public programs and 
international conferences in the US, India, China, and other countries in the region. Beyond the university’s 
academic enterprise, the availability of this knowledge on the ground will contribute to the ability of 
individuals, institutions, and communities within the region to engage and address contemporary issues of 
global, sustainable environmental policymaking.  
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India China Institute was established in late 2004 housed within The New School – a university in New 
York City – as a research institute committed to analyzing major issues and trends in India, China, and the 
United States, and to helping leaders, managers, public opinon-setters, intellectuals, and academics in all 
three countries address key challenges through collaborative solutions. Through the years, ICI has 
expanded their research scope to also explore India and China in a broader global context. 
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Located in New York City, The New School was a university established in 1919 as a modern, progressive 
school where intellectual and artistic freedoms can thrive. Today, more than 10,200 matriculated students 
and 6,400 continuing education students enjoy a disciplined education supported by small class sizes, 
superior resources, and renowned working faculty members who practice what they teach. The New School 
is comprised of The New School for General Studies, The New School for Social Research, Milano The 
New School for Management and Urban Policy, Parsons The New School for Design, Eugene Lang 
College The New School for Liberal Arts, Mannes College The New School for Music, The New School 
for Drama, and The New School for Jazz and Contemporary Music. For more information, please visit 
http://www.newschool.edu. 


